
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of May 2020 

Roadwork: 

1. Towanda Boro swept RT 6 – made 6 passes to get the sand picked up.  

Twelve loads came off of roadway. 

2. Replaced stop sign and post at corner of Hillside and Lake due to being ran 

over. 

3. Opened pavilions up after COVID. 

4. Had a big tree blocking pipe at Allen – took backhoe to lift tree out and cut 

up. 

5. Cleaned ditch on Lundy had a lot of leaves and sticks. 

6. Blew pavilions off after each mowing. 

7. Cleaned off boat ramp covered in flood mud. 

8. Put DSA in holes on Burgess, Canal and Grimes. 

9. Cleaned ditch on Sullivan St. after making call to 811 took 20 loads out. 

10. Checked for blockage under railroad tracks all open. 

11. Built brackets for no loitering signs on light poles at office parking area. 

12. Received call that traffic signal not working – took generators over while 

power was out. 

13. Fall Run Bridge cleaned under guide rails using backhoe, shoveled and rakes 

to get berm down to get water to flow off. 

14. Weed trimmed welcome to Wysox sign in Meyersburg. 

15. Put cold patch at the Them well pad driveway entrance as the edge of the 

road was breaking up due to heavy traffic. 

16. Put cold patch around grate at Pa Ave and East Street. 

17. Repaired guide rail on Fall Run at bridge had a bolt pull through. 

18. Cut tree up that fell in steam above Glen Bridge. 

19. Weed trimmed our side of Towanda Bridge. 

20. Changed most of our street name signs provided by our commissioners. 

21. Put R-Rock along Glen Road after Insinger completed wash out. 

22. Put R-Rock at boat launch from porta potty to the river. 

23. Broomed off office parking lot and mowed near pole lights. 

24. Emptied trash at pavilion weekly. 



 

 

 

Trucks and Equipment: 

1. Plow and spreader now off TK 2. 

2. Sprayed chains on spreaders. 

3. Repaired wire on mower for tilt. 

4. Sharpened flails on mower. 
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